
LAUNCHPAD FEATURES LIST

Types - Presale/Private sale

Project Owner Features:

1. Add user to Whitelist

2. Remove user to Whitelist

3. Enable/Disable the whitelist

4. Finalize Pool

5. withdraw BNB

6. withdraw the contribution (The owner also does)

7. Emergency withdrawal (Owner also does)

8. Buy (Owner also do)

9. Claim token (Owner also do)

10.Cancel Pool (Project Owner will get all contributed tokens) The cancel pool is

only applicable when the sale is not finalized.

User/Investor Features:

1. Buy the token

2. Withdraw the token contribution (If the sale ends but the project has not

reached soft-cap too, at that stage user can withdraw their contribution

without loss because the project is considered a failure).



3. Emergency Withdrawal (user must pay 10% penalty to owner) percentage may

have been altered only by the owner.

4. Claim token

5. Users have good Ui experience to track the sale status with a badge and Timer.

Sale Owner Advantages:

1. If the user does an emergency withdrawal you get a penalty of 10% from his

BNB contribution. The penalty may be altered by the project owner.

2. If Pool Finalises in presale automatically your token is listed on the dex

platform which you choose while creating Launchpad the price ratio impact

corresponds to the listing rate and liquidity percentage which you provided.

3. If suppose he cancels the pool before finalising no worry about users. they can

also withdraw their contribution without any loss.

Admin Revenue :

For Each Sale, the admin will get. (fee % can be changed by admin)

1. 2% BNB Raised Fee.

2. 2% Token Raised Fee

3. Sale creates fee 1% that may also admin can change

The above all features have Private sales too but without automatic dex listing alone

not there. That is the only major difference between the pre & private sale.


